Energy

Fuel
The food we eat provides the energy we need
throughout the day. In this article, we will
explore the different food groups that provide
sustained energy and describe which foods
stimulate our brain and relieve stress. We will
also consider some healthy alternatives when
we have a snack attack in school or feel we need
to grab that extra cup of coffee! By Gillian Burn
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Energy Fuel
protein and salad or non-starchy

TOP 10 ENERGY FUEL TIPS

vegetables. Leave the carbohydrates
till later in the day. Make sure you

1.

Break the fast at breakfast to restore your glucose levels

2.

Drink 8 - 10 glasses of water daily

though you may not have long to

3.

Eat plenty of fruit as a healthy snack alternative to provide a quick source
of energy

stop between meetings and

4.

Remember to include nuts and seeds as a good energy tonic

source of energy quickly, dried nuts

5.

Try oat-based energy bars for snacks; oats improve brain function

6.

Take a bowl of fruit to a meeting instead of biscuits or doughnuts

7.

Try a protein power lunch to stimulate clear thinking in the afternoon

Oat cakes and rice cakes are a

8.

Eat lots of dark green vegetables e.g. broccoli, spinach

good snack to keep in the staff

9.

Include plenty of brown rice, wholemeal products and grains to promote
brain function and energy

eat something for lunch, even

activities. Fruit will provide a good
provide a good protein snack and
energy bars containing seeds, nuts
or cereals provide an energy burst.
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tips on exercise at school. TEX
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● Encourages calcium to be taken
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varieties e.g. brown or basmati rice,

FREE!
A seasonal fruit basket from www.first4fruit.com
worth £35! This will be given to contributers of the
Star Letter for Issue 7. Deadline 31st January 2005

from our bones, reducing our

multigrain or rye bread.

Special Offer!

bone health;

Carbohydrate is easier for the body

Energy & Wellbeing
Pocketbook only £6.00.
Use the order form on
page 57.

● Can cause anxiety, nervousness,
moodiness and sleep problems.
Healthier drinks include herb teas

to digest separately from protein, so
if you need to be really alert in the

ENERGY FUEL (NUTRITION)

HEALTHY SNACKS
The role of snack food is to replace and restore energy
for the body to enhance learning and mental
efficiency. It is important to maintain the
blood sugar (glucose) level to maintain peak
performance.
Some snacks (biscuits, chocolates,
sweet pastries) are laden with
preservatives, sugar and hidden fat,
so beware!

afternoon, keep your lunch to
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